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LOCKDOWN Puck™ 2021 Golden Bullseye Accessory of the Year
COLUMBIA, Mo., January 4, 2021 -- LOCKDOWN®

is excited to announce that
the new state-of-the-art Puck™ product has been chosen by the National Rifle
Association’s Shooting Illustrated magazine as the 2021 Accessory of the Year.
The NRA Publications Golden Bullseye Awards acknowledge the finest products
available in the shooting sports, and has been doing so for almost 20 years.
LOCKDOWN® has received one of these coveted awards with their new
Security and Monitoring product The Puck™.
The Puck™ is a wifi-enabled smart security device that monitors and protects
your gun safe, drawer, room, or anywhere you keep your valuables with the help
of the free LOGIC™ app. This marks the second renowned award the device has
won, after winning the Guns and Ammo Gun Tech of the Year Award last month.

Shooting Illustrated
Accessory of the Year

The Puck ™

SECURE

your lifestyle™

Operates in your gun safe or anywhere you keep your valuables.
Connects to your home Wi-Fi.
Pair with the free Lockdown LOGIC™ App for security
and monitoring in the palm of your hand.
Monitor temperature & humidity and set the threshold
to be notified of unsafe ranges.
Vibration sensor and door sensor notify you of any
movement and opening.
Mounts quickly and easily with included bracket or
magnets and runs off continuous corded power or
included AA batteries.

About Lockdown®:
Lockdown®, a brand from American Outdoor Brands™, is a trusted name in the safe organization and lighting space, providing customers with tools to Reimagine the Vault™ and bring secured storage outside of the safe. We produce innovative, top quality products
under the Lockdown® brand. To view more details about Lockdown®, and American Outdoor Brands, visit www.lockdown.com. References to the Golden Bullseye Award and related logo are the trademarks of the National Rifle Association.

